CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

Based on the data analysis, the writer discovers the kinds of swear words that uttered by the characters in the Fast Five movie. There are five categories of swear words that occur in the movie with high frequency in the Cathartic Swearing. The most spoken after Cathartic swearing is three types of swear word Dysphemistic Swearing, Abusive Swearing, and Empathetic Swearing. and the last one is Idiomatic Swearing. Each of categories happen based on the situation of the movie Fast And Furious Number five which there are many meanings, such as cursing for abusive, making attention for Empathetic and describing based on reality for cathartic.

The category mostly spoken in the movie is that Cathartic Swearing which is spoken 7 times. They are f*ck, d*mn, sh*t, shut up, and b*llsh*t. All of those words can be used for five types of swear word depend on what the speaker mean. The second one is Empathetic Swearing. It consist of b*tch, d*mn, sh*t, h*ll, and f*ck word. Thirdly, Abusive Swearing, there are three times. Fourth, Dysphemistic swearing, there are four times also, And The last one is Idiomatic Swearing, once said by the characters.

The meaning has written based on interpretation of the writer from watching the movie. Cursing is the most meaning that he intends to do in the certain scenes, because there are so many scene involving them in the bad situation.
All of the meanings and situations are interpreted based on emotional issues that the characters of Fast Five is experienced in the movie. Moreover, the use of swear words is based on the contextual society where swear words are produced friend to friend. It means that there is no offense happening during the movie. Therefore, the writer suggestion that no one to say swear word in the situations or area where it is not necessary and not polite enough to say.

Hopefully, the findings of this study could give more understanding about swear words and this study would be beneficial for those who want to conduct research in the same practice.

**SUGGESTION**

Every language has bad language for informal way. Bad language is sad swear word. Swear word is not always bed, depend on the sense of the meaning, such as “how f*ck brilliant are you” this sentence will not hurt every one heart but the hearer will flattered with what you say. Although swear word is not always bad language but we can chose better language than swear word with more polite language. Every culture is different language. In your culture swear word is become usual but in the other culture can be different. So, better we are be careful with our mouth by say good. We are as a Muslim have to follow our prophet Muhammad who always say well and never act impolite with people around him. We can die because of our tongue.

Although the writer here say about swear word, it doesn’t mean the writer like say bad word. We study about bad word to take the wisdom. We can study
about bad think to avoid that bad think. The writer hopes this study will be useful for the reading.